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Bill Sheahan (left) being acknowledged for his
600th Match by VCAUSA President, Alan
McCarthy on 18th October, 2017. (see Article on
p 9)
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FROM THE EDITOR
Some of you will remember the article which we prepared on the origins of the
names of fielding positions, in response to a question from a most enthusiastic
pp 8 & 9). Recently, that same
him to read Law 4

The Ball, and Law 5

The Bat. But since we come across

oblige our enthusiastic reader by preparing an article which he might enjoy
reading in order to answer his question. I trust readers other than this one enquirer, may find the
article with the title of this question, of some interest.
It was again the turn of President Alan McCarthy to prepare his column and I am pleased to see that
he has explained the origin of the title of this particular column in our previous issue, as prepared
by Vice-President Tony Ventura. I confess that had me baffled also when I received the text from
Tony! We are as yet missing a column from our recently appointed Umpiring Manager but I am most
grateful to Alan Hale for his contribution to th
Manager which I trust readers find of some interest.
The front-cover picture of this issue results from the presentation to Bill Sheahan during the last CV
th
Training and Development Night conducted by Richard Patterson on 18th
CV appointment occurred in November, 2016, this had been the first opportunity to acknowledge
this most significant achievement with the presentation of his certificate. I confess that I had tried on
th
two separate occas
appointment, but he
admitted to me that it was so insignificant, as a cricket match, it was not worth writing about.
will require a reliable
th
CV appointment, so I thought it necessary and appropriate to
record the scorecard from this match, along with some comments from CV to mark the occasion.
Another article which I trust you fi
Increasingly in Premier Cricket, particularly in the grade in which I umpire, one applies parts of Law
is
questioned by a Captain or a Wicket-Keeper, neither of whom knows the Laws. I wonder how you
would have liked to have had to make a judgement of this particular incident, had you been at Square
Leg?
s Book Review, t
it is
have said in this column previously, it really would be interesting to hear from other readers to
contribute to this column.
I have also given you an illustrated summary of an enjoyable Cup Day at the Carlton Cricket Club,
for those who were able to attend.
also find of
interest.
Trevor Finlayson
-----------------------------------------------------
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AND THE PRESIDENT PRESIDENTIAL MUSINGS
An enjoyable day was had on Melbourne Cup Day when 40 umpires, scorers and
their guests enjoyed the hospitality of the Carlton Cricket Club. John Collins again
mastered the barbecue and a great range of salads and desserts were provided
members and guests for attending and making the day such a success.
Recently we were advised of the appointment of Jason Leonard-Scott as the new
Umpiring Manager. Congratulations to Jason and the VCAUSA looks forward to
working with him. We wish Richard Patterson all the best as he moves up the
road to Cricket Australia and on behalf of all members of the VCAUSA I thank
him for always being willing to discuss issues that affected umpires and scorers.
I have been asked by a number of members why Vicethe
October issue of Law 43
delegated the task of typing his column
, expecting her dad to edit the title as required,
will be known now and forevermore The next social cricket match to prepare us for the defence of the Crockett Shield in Melbourne at
Easter, 2019 will be held on Sunday, 3rd December at 11.00 am at Elsternwick Park No, 2. Please
contact organisers Tony Ventura and John Richards to advise them of your availability.
The next meeting of the Committee of Management is on Tuesday, 5th December at 7.30 pm at the
Bomford Residence, Albert Street, Mount Waverley. Any member is welcome to attend, just let him
know you are comi
, please
contact any member of the committee.
Recently Australia remembered the charge of the 4th Light Horse at Beersheba in October, 1917.
and training can accomplish.
Alan McCarthy
------------------------------------------------------

THE FIRST RECORDED GAME IN ENGLAND
On 16th January, 1598, 59-year-old coroner, John Derrick, was involved in a legal dispute over an
Guildford, I and several o
it can be ascertained that cricket was played there in the 1550s during the reign of Queen Mary I.
(from Firsts, Lasts & Onlys,

facts from the
(Hamlyn, 2010) p 25)

-------------------------------------------------------
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FROM THE DESK NEXT TO THE UMPIRING MANAGER
not published by Richard in over 3 years.
As everyone would know Jason Leonard-Scott, was welcomed to the Cricket
Victoria family earlier this week and has hit the ground running in his new role
of Umpire & Coach Education Manager. I have now commenced full time also
in my new role of Umpire and Coach Administrator.
It has certainly been a busy start to the cricket season and now after 6 rounds
of One-Day cricket we head into the frenetic pace of T20 Cricket this
weekend. It has been great to see the application of the D/L Calculator
implemented into Premier Cricket via the MyCricket Scorer App. Only in a few instances it has been
required to be called upon, but it seems to have been universally accepted and correctly applied. I
believe this is a great step forward from the deciding score sheet.
Thank you to all who have volunteered to fill miscellaneous appointments with the Melbourne
Renegades Champions League and National Inclusion Championships. Further details will follow
regarding these appointments shortly.
Please find below a short summary and reminder of some of our processes and some upcoming
emails you should be expecting to receive.
Training & Development Meeting
A Training and Development Meeting will be held on Tuesday, 28th of November at a venue which
will be communicated by Jason shortly. Please pencil this date into your calendars.
Appointments
Appointments will be released for weekend matches on the Monday prior to the match being
scheduled. Whilst we pre-populate MyCricket, no appointments are final until member appointment
advice emails are received. Please communicate any requests or changes to availability at the
earliest convenience.
Captain Comments/Feedback
I will be sending out captains comments and feedback approximately every 6 rounds. Now we have
a new manager to make additional comments, you should be receiving your first batch of comments
in the next couple of weeks.
Payments
Payments for matches completed will be made every fortnight. The payment advice emails will be
sent out in most instances on a Wednesday or Thursday of the week the payment has been
processed.
Go well.
Alan Hale
-----------------------------------------------------
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MEET THE NEW UMPIRING MANAGER
Cricket Victoria (CV) is reported to have selected Jason Leonard-Scott, one of its Premier League
(PL) first grade umpires, as its new Umpire Manager in place of Richard Patterson who last
Wednesday joined Cricket Australia as its Umpire Education Manager (PTG 2265-11463, 3 October
2017).
Leonard-Scott, 44, started umpiring in the Mornington Peninsula Cricket Association (MPCA) southpanel ahead of the 2013-14
austral summer. A primary school teacher by profession he, in addition to standing in CV matches,
-16 season. It is
understood he is to start in his new role with CV in mid-November.
(from Playing the Game, No. 2292-11588, 30th October, 2017)
(For those readers who are not CV Panel Members or Scorers, you may wish to note that Jason commenced at CV on
Monday, 13th November.
Ed.)
-----------------------------------------------------------------

BOWLER TAKES A TRIPLE HAT-TRICK
A bowler playing in the
Latrobe in
the Central Gippsland cricket competition took a triple hattrick two weekends ago - five wickets in five balls across his
fifth, sixth and seventh overs.
Gooden did it almost immediately after notching a hat-trick
earlier in the innings against Latrobe, overall taking eight
wickets in ten balls to finish with 8/17.
Gooden gave generous praise to the groundsmen for giving
him a green deck to work with, and modestly suggested the ball simply hit the right spots. He told
I said to the

Goode
bat, making a golden duck while being dismissed on the third ball of the day.
embarrassing.
his success with the ball and the celebrations that followed,

But after

(from Playing the Game, No. 2292-11587, 29th October, 2017)
------------------------------------------------------
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FIRST CLASS MILESTONES FOR AUSSIE UMPIRES
Australian umpire Paul Wilson is to stand in his 50th first class match during the opening twelve
the next six weeks. Other milestones in those games are the debuts at first class level of CA umpire
Development Panel member Donovan Koch and former first class umpire Bob Parry as a
match referee, the first first class games as CA National Umpire Panel (NUP) members for Simon
Lightbody and Tony Wilds, and a rare domestic appearance of Australian member of the
International Cricket Council Elite Umpire Panel (EUP) member Bruce Oxenford.
National Panel Match Referees group, plus
seventeen scorers who have previously supported first class fixtures, have been assigned to
the twelve Shield games which are to be played across all six state capitals, the three first round
fixtures in Adelaide, Brisbane and Perth being day-night, pink ball matches. Wilson and Gerard
Abood are to stand in that Perth game, Lightbody and Geoff Joshua in Brisbane and Sam Nogajski
and John Ward in Adelaide.
-night first class game, Nogajski
and Ward their fourth, Joshua his fifth and Abood sixth.
Oxenford, fresh from his 100th and 101st first class game as an umpire in two Tests in South Africa
three weeks ago, is to stand in a Shield match in Sydney with NUP member Shawn Craig in early
November, a fixture that will be his first domestic first class game in Australia for five years, his last
appearance being in a CA Twenty20 match in January 2015.
Paul Reiffel and Rod Tucker last stood in a domestic first class fixture in Australia five and eight
years ago, respectively, the latter like Oxenford turning out for a single CA T20 game in January
2015.
South African born Koch, who made his List A debut earlier this month, has been on-field in a first
class game before as he played 21 such games in his birth country in the period from 1997-2002.
Parry is a former first class and One Day International umpire, Umpire Manager with both Cricket
-Asia Pacific region, and for the past four years until he took up a
role with CA, the na
He was a member of the NUP for 11
years from 2001-12 and stood in 83 first class games, four of them finals of Australia's domestic first
class competition the Sheffield Shield.
In other CA
-day
series in Hobart on Saturday, Abood being the third umpire, Peter Marshall the match referee and
Nathan Bester and Graeme Hamley the scorers.
ination Final, which is also being
played in Hobart, will see Abood and Nogajski on-field, Wilson the third umpire, Steve Bernard the
referee and Bester and Hamley again the scorers.
(from Playing the Game, No. 2280-11538, 19th October, 2017)
------------------------------------------------------

MORE TRIVIA FOR INTERESTED

USOS

APPOLOGGIATURA: A composition that you regret playing
APPROXIMENTO: A musical entrance that is somewhere in the vicinity of the correct pitch
PLACEBO DOMINGO: A faux tenor
-----------------------------------------------------
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SHOULD KNIGHT HAVE BEEN GIVEN OUT?
Laws of Cricket Advisor, has moved to clarify what
the Law says in regard to the dismissal of England
captain Heather Knight off the second ball of the first
Twenty20 International between the Australian and
Friday. Knight clearly edged the ball, and was
caught behind by Alyssa Healy, but in doing to
Healey
dislodged
a
bail,
and
there
was some debate about the situation on TV and online at the time.
Singer says that the MCC "thought it would be good
and he starts by going through the decisions umpires Shawn Craig and Geoff
Joshua had to make. They were in order: did Knight hit the ball?; did the ball, or the wicketgloves, put the wicket down?; was the catch made fairly?; and what was the position of the wicketkeeper?
umpire John Ward to check.
was a possibility of a c
the wicket down. That means it was a clean catch, but [Knight] could not have been out Bowled. So
far, so simple".
the wicketLaw
27.3.1 which states:
from the moment the ball comes into play until a ball delivered by the bowler: touches the bat or
person of the striker; or
In the Knight case once the ball has touched the bat, Healey can make the catch with some part of
her gloves in front of the wicket.
osition at the
moment the ball hits the bat, continues Singer. "Some observers have pointed out that the
wicketkeeper was not in front of the wicket and while this is correct, [but that] is not the relevant
He goes on to sa
requirements of
Law 27.3.1 have been met. That means being in line with the stumps is not allowed - the whole
person and equipment of the wicket-keeper must be behind the back edge of the stumps. In the
above still shot from this video footage Healey's gloves are, in fact, not wholly behind the wicket at
the moment that bat and ball make contact.
the help
of the third umpire, and Knight should have been reprieved.
margins are extremely tight, and this was not an easy decision".
(from Playing the Game, No. 2306-11649, 19th November, 2017)
------------------------------------------------------
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BILLY SHEAHAN MAKES IT TO 600!
In announcing the Twenty20 rounds in Premier Cricket in November, 2016,
CV also gave the notice below that Bill Sheahan was about to reach a
significant milestone.
(pictured right). The Lions v Tigers T20 match in Round 8 will be Bill's 600th
CV appointment. That's nowhere near the sum total of all matches Bill has
umpired, with schools, under-age State Championships, Crusaders and
Bill's total is made up of 7 Tests, 25 ODIs, 34 first-class, 11 List A, 426
Premier Firsts and 97 other Premier XIs.
Well done Bill on a fantastic contribution to cricket in Victoria and
th CV

Round 8
1st Innings

26th
Monash Tigers

A. Amin
b C.A. Moore
D.J. Sartori
c T. Lawford b M. Bullen
D.J. Matarazzo
c J. Blyth b T. Lawford
S.Terry
lbw b T. Lawford
A.F.Chalkley
run out
S.L. Kerber
c T. Lawford b E. Alavi
+S.A. Edwards
c T. Lawford b J.Rudd
S.E. Griffin
b E. Alavi
A. Padmanabhan b M. Bullen
M. Perry
b T. Lawford
*A.B. Wise
not out
Extras (nb 0, w 1, b 0, lb 2)
Total
1st Innings

appointment read as follows:

0
4
0
0
15
24
6
5
0
1
5
3
63

Fitzroy Doncaster

A. Hales
not out
+L. Banthorpe
c S.A. Edwards b A.B. Wise
N. Vardi
not out
*P.J. Dickson
dnb
L. Mash
dnb
J. Rudd
dnb
C.A. Moore
dnb
T. Lawford
dnb
M. Bullen
dnb
E.Alavi
dnb
J. Bluth
dnb
Extras (nb 0, w 1, b 0, lb 0)
Total

42
1
21

FOW

Bowling

O

M W R

Nb Wd

0
16
1
1
31
57
47
57
57
63

C.A. Moore
T. Lawford
M. Bullen
J. Rudd
E. Alavi

4.0
3.0
3.0
4.0
2.0

1
2
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

FOW

Bowling

O

M W R

Nb Wd

5

M. Perry
A.B. Wise
S.E.Giffin

3.0
3.0
2.0
1.3

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
3
2
1
2

0
1
0
0

16
1
12
23
9

27
8
17
13

0
0
0
1
0

0
1
0
0

1
1/65

-------------------------------------------------------
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REPORT FROM CUP DAY
-Day Barbeque. While the event
was originally introduced to welcome our new Panel Members, the rather conspicuous absence of
40 or so present. It was
pleasing to return to the Carlton Cricket Club where the facilities were ideal for entering into the spirit
-earn
Master Chef Collins, accompanied by copious salads prepared by several of our wives (Suzanne
Collins, Jill Finlayson, Heather Holt, Sandra Kelly, Sylvie Schembri and Theresa Ventura), as well
as the appropriate beverage to suit ones own taste, and the
ate enough to see their own
s the
line ahead of the majority of the field.
For the record, th
pictures (thanks to Will Dowmey) report aspects
Sweep 1

Sweep 2

Sweep 3

1.

Rekindling

Sandra Kelly

Rod McKinnon

2.

Johannes Vermeer

Declan Willis

Cameron Denmead Peter Hooper

3.

Max Dynamite

John Collins

Heather Holt

C & M Andrews

Will Downey

Peter Hooper

Jane Willis

Last. Gallante

Sweep 4

Greg Schickerling

Sweep 5

Sweep 6

1.

Rekindling

Alan McCarthy

Keirnan Kelly

Sue McCarthy

2.

Johannes Vermeer

Heather Holt

Leyann Olufson

Peter Hooper

3.

Max Dynamite

Greg Schickerling

Sylvie Schembri

Schache Family

Julie Allan

Greg Schickerling

Chris Allan

Last. Gallante

Master Chef and Shane Herbert

Eat, drink and be merry!

One way to see the
Race
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The Bookie and his Apprentices,
Benjamin & Lachlan

Some win, some lose!
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The Prize Winners (L R): Best
Dressed Lady (Sylvie Schembri),
Best Dressed Man (Eric Kelly),
Best Fascnator (Diane
Francione)

The Bar Tenders

-------------------------------------------------------

CA SIGNS UP

FFICIAL

UMPIRES SPONSOR

Cricket Australia (CA) has signed up the Australian arm of British optical
official sponsor of
which is to run for three years from 2018-

The agreement,
branding on the clothing of
-day and first class matches, but not,

CA says the partnership will see "all Australian international players and domestic umpires" have
access to regular eye tests
CostaThere is
scorers who also need good eye sight.
Marketing Director at Specsavers, Sarah McInnes says she "is proud" to be working with CA "to
ensure the players and umpires have optimum vision on
whether playing cricket or watching the
have an eye test at least once every t
being "a real issue for
CA says the partnership is its "eighth announcement of its type" this year, which in its assessment
There is no
indication though, as is the norm for commercial deals CA announces, just what the latest deal is
worth in monetary terms for the national body, or whether any of the funds that flow in its direction
will actually go to the match officials area.
(from Playing the Game, No. 2294-11594, 1st November, 2017)
----------------------------------------------------------------
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IF TEST MATCHES CAN BE PLAYED WITH PINK BALLS, WHY
CAN T I USE AN ALUMINIUM BAT?
This question
proper that some research should be done by the Editor in order to deliver him a satisfactory answer.
Nowadays one
Club, 2017)
who is not a regular umpire (or perhaps scorer) would have this reference in his personal library?
Certainly there are many players of our great game, who display a total lack of knowledge of the
contents of this reference book!
So to begin this response and to assist the reader in his understanding of the game, it seemed
worthwhile to reproduce that famous incident from 1979 where an aluminium bat was used in a Test
match.
It was 15th December, 1979, during the First Test against England in Perth when the legendary fast
Apart from the infamous fisticuff with Javed Miandad, this was the closest Dennis Lillee ever came
to getting involved in actual combat on the cricket ground.
Inspired by the way metal had replaced wood in baseball bats, the aluminium bat was the brainchild
of Graham Monaghan. A former club cricketer who was also a close fri
target market for this inexpensive variety of cricket bat was the far less serious field of recreational
cricket, schools and developing countries.
But, in December 1979, Dennis Lillee decided to walk out with this unorthodox piece of equipment
bang in the middle of a Test against England in
partner. Later he admitted in his autobiography, Menace, that the gimmick was purely a marketing
exercise. Lillee had already used the bat in a Test match, 12 days earlier, against the West Indies
in Brisbane. The one time he had hit the ball it had produced a resounding clunk. The aluminium
had failed to connect with leather any further as Joel Garner had trapped him leg-before. The West
Indians had not really been too bothered.
for 8. Lillee was batting
on 11. When Greg Chappell saw Lillee brandishing the metal bat in the nets the following morning,
he was not too concerned. The idea was to annoy the Englishmen by batting as long as possible,
and if Lillee wanted the bat to be displayed on national television, the captain could cut his premier
fast bowler some slack. The clunk-clunk of the bat sounded
horrid in the nets, but it could be tolerated for an over.
When play got under way, Chappell turned to twelfth man
Hogg and said,

Umpires talk to Dennis Lillee about his illegal
aluminium bat during the first Test against
England in Perth, December 1979. (Getty
Images)

Hogg was apprehensive. After the over, he had gone on to
the field and come back with the willow still in his hand. Lillee
was still wielding the aluminium version. Chappell asked
Hogg what the problem was.

Hogg responded.
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But, when Lillee straight drove Ian Botham and the ball trickled back to the bowler, Chappell put his
foot down. In his opinion, the stroke had been good enough to go for four and this stunt was costing
back at the end of this ove
willow. But, Lillee carried two bats in his kit

bat. Hogg ran out with a
a surprise to many because the prevailing opinion was

Lillee trudged back to the dressing room to get his other willow. As he was walking out again, he
passed Rodney Marsh, sitting near the door and enjoying the proceedings. Never much of a passive
o do, are
Lillee stopped, turned around, threw down the willow, picked up his aluminium bat once again
and marched out.
However, by now the England captain, Mike Brearley, had
started to complain. The metal bat was damaging the
second new ball. Play was stopped as the umpires had a
long discussion with a seething Lillee. On being asked,
Hogg refused to play delivery boy again. So, Chappell
himself walked out with the willow and approached the
pitch. When he was about 22 yards from Lillee, he heard a
whirring noise. The aluminium bat flew over his head, and Greg Chappell (second from left) walks
landed some yards behind him. Chappell calmly handed his away from Mike Brearley (second from
fast bowler the willow and walked to the dressing room,
aluminium bat, during the 1979 Perth Test.
picking up the offending piece of metal on his way back. (Getty images)
However, Lillee was soon back
a ball from Botham
l
having found the edge of the willow on its way to Bob Taylor.
he took the new ball. If that was indeed the case, the ploy worked to perfection. Lillee dismissed
openers Geoff Boycott and Derek Randall for ducks and finished with 4 for 73. When Brearley came
the one who stopped you from usin
flaring. Brearley was given a terrible time, but he managed to top-score with 64.
Quite remarkably, neither did the umpires take any action, and nor did the captain lodge a complaint
in spite of coming close to being decapitated. The Australian Board made do with a minor ticking
thought it was all an acceptable part of the showbiz into whi
The incident nevertheless worked wonders for the sales. For all the national footage of churlishness,
Lillee benefitted financially. However, within a few months the laws were changed and the stipulation
was inserted that bats had to be made of wood.
The bat Lillee used at Perth still finds a proud place in his collection of cricketing memorabilia. At
the end of the Test he even got it signed by both the teams. Mike Brearley inscribed it simply with
The match itself ended in an enthralling finish, with Boycott carrying his bat for 99 not out in the
second innings and Geoff Dymock bowling Australia to a 138 run win with less than 15 overs
remaining.
(Article adapted from http://www.cricketcountry.com and accessed on 25th November, 2017)
------------------------------------------------------
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RECENT SIGNIFICANT MILESTONES
450 games
300 games
300 games
200 games
150 games
150 games
150 games
150 games
150 games
100 games
100 games
100 games
100 games
50 games
50 games

Malcolm Gunn
Rounds 9/10
Mark Hanton
Round 2
Ash Barrow
Round 6
Gerry Schembri
Rounds 7/8
Ron Birch
Rounds 9/10
Luke Edwards
Rounds 9/10
Nicholas Frampton
Rounds 9/10
Alan McCarthy
Round 2
Alister Thomas
Rounds 9/10
David Meagher
Round 6
Matthew Robinson
Round 6
Matthew Rogers
Round 5
Sahan Weerasekara
Rounds 9/10
Don Dissanayke
Rounds 9/10
Rob Sturgeon
Round 2
-----------------------------------------

BATSMAN GOES BERSERK IN 50-OVER GAME
A batsman in South Africa scored an astonishing 490 runs off just 151 balls in a 50-over club
match on Saturday. Wicketkeeper-batsman, Shane Dadswell, 20, hit 57 sixes and 27 fours enroute to amassing the mammoth total while playing for North-West University against Potch Dorp
XI. The highest score in List A cricket came from former England batsman Ali Brown, who managed
a score of 268 runs for Surrey in a county match against Glamorgan in 2002, while the highest score
in a One Day International was Rohit Sharma's 264 for India against Sri Lanka three years ago.
(from Playing the Game, No. 2306-11652, 19th November, 2017)
-----------------------------------------------------

NZ UMPIRE FOR AUSTRALIAN EXCHANGE VISIT
New Zealand umpire Shaun Haig is to stand in a single Cricket Australia (CA) Sheffield Shield match
in early December as part of the on-going exchange agreement between CA and New Zealand
Cricket, according to a so far unconfirmed report from Christchurch. While CA has released match
official appo
11538, 19 October 2017), somewhat unusually it is yet to publicise who will be involved in next
-match fifth round, the last before the two month break for the Big Bash League
season.
If Haig, 35, who played first class cricket for Otago before turning to umpiring, does stand in Australia
next month it will be his eighth first class fixture after a debut at that level that came in February last
year. Four months after that with two first class games under his belt, he was elevated to a
third
-tier International Umpires Panel, a
move that was part off a major shake-up of the New Zealand section of that group (PTG 1855-9300,
17 June 2016). He subsequently made his international debut in a Twenty20 International last
January.
(from Playing the Game, No. 2294-11595, 2nd November, 2017)
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MACCA S BOOK REVIEW
Glenn McGrath – Line and Length – Glenn McGrath with Daniel Lane (Random House, North
Sydney, 2009) ISBN 978 1 74166 721 9
While his father drove road trains between the Northern Territory and Central Queensland to
augment the family income, 16-year-old Glenn McGrath and his younger brother were sewing 1000
acres of wheat at Narromine in outback New South Wales. After work Glenn would practise bowling
at a 44With a body described by his grandfathe
allowed to bowl.
, he was incredibly shy and struggled to speak in front of others. He
left school in Year 10, did a TAFE carpentry course but, unable to get an apprenticeship, turned to
labouring on a cotton farm. Unsure whether to continue with cricket or concentrate on basketball,
McGrath turned to local coach Brian Gainsford (father of Melinda Gainsford-Taylor, a star athlete).
Gainsford knew that McGrath loved cricket and had the pace and action to succeed if he worked at
it. Hard work was something that McGrath was not afraid of.
In 1988 at age 18, McGrath was playing in a Country Cup game between Parkes and Dubbo. Guest
players included Doug Walters, Mark Taylor, Greg Matthews, Steve Rixon and Mark Waugh. The
state players. McGrath took 3/44 and frustrated Walters with nagging line and length. Walters and
Rixon invited McGrath to trial at Sutherland in Sydney grade cricket where he debuted in the 3rd XI.
, he moved to a Sydney caravan park and
worked as a bank teller. With little money, he ate a Mars Bar or noodles for dinner and did extra
practice by himself. Thirteen months later his first ball in the 1st XI reared off a length on a flat track
and hit the batsman in the chest. His coach, Len Pascoe,
those of a bird in the outfield by
Brad McNamara on his Shield debut, when he took 5/79 at the SCG. He made his Test and ODI
debuts in late 1993 and had an outstanding career taking his 563rd Test wicket with his last ball in
2007. Bowling in tandem with Shane Warne, they formed a lethal combination of spin, seam and
accuracy.
In 2005 Glenn and his wife, Jane founded the McGrath Foundation to fund breast cancer nurses
around Australia. Jane died in 2008, 11 years after first being diagnosed with cancer and not long
after they were both awarded the Order of Australia. In 2009, Day 3 of the Sydney New Y
match was designated Jane McGrath Day with $600,000 being donated to the cause. When called

Alan McCarthy
-----------------------------------------------------
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VCAUSA CALENDAR
The ongoing VCAUSA calendar for 2017-18, as far as is known at this stage is as follows:
Date
Activity
Tuesday, 28 November, CV
Training
&
2017
Development Night, 7:00
pm
Tuesday, 5 December, CoM Meeting, 7:30 pm
2017
Sunday, 3 December, 2017 Social Cricket Match vs
ACS
Tuesday, 9 January, 2018 CoM Meeting, 7:30 pm
Tuesday, 13 February, CoM Meeting, 7:30 pm
2018
Tuesday, 6 March, 2018
CoM Meeting, 7:30 pm
Sunday, 11 March, 2018
Social Cricket Match vs Mt
Waverley Vets
Saturday, 31 March, 2018 Grand Final Tent, Junction
Oval
Friday, 27 April, 2018,
VCAUSA Annual Dinner
7:00 for 7:30 pm start
and Presentation Night
Sunday, 10 June, 2018
VCAUSA/SACUSA Joint
Planning Meeting

Notes
Grand Uniting CC, Stamford St.,
Sunshine
The Bomford Residence, Albert
St., Mt Waverley
Elsternwick Park No. 2 Oval,
10:30 am for 11:00 am start

Venue TBA, 10:30 am for 11:00
am start
11:00 am 4:00 pm
Venuto Club, Bulleen
Penola, S.A. Planning for
Crockett Shield, Easter, 2019

VCAUSA ITEMS FOR SALE
VCAUSA Jackets as shown in the picture, were introduced last year for the
first time. They proved to be quite popular so that a further order has been
placed with the manufacturer for a number of the jackets in a range of
appropriate sizes. It has been possible to maintain the 2016 price of $55.00. If
you are interested in purchasing a jacket or any of the other items listed below,
please contact Glenn Cumming. (glenn.cumming@gmail.com.)
Embroidered, new style, polo shirts. Made from 100% lightweight
polyester, they are now available for purchase in sizes S, M, L, XL and
XXL. The member cost is only $35.
Association Ties
$25
Association Caps
$15
VCAUSA Socks
$1.00 per pair
(Black cotton socks with the VCAUSA logo embroidered in white on each sock).

Cream Jumpers

$1.00 each

(100% wool with the VCAUA/VCAUSA logo embroidered on the left breast)

Chambray Shirts

$1.00 each

(100% cotton casual chambray shirts, long sleeved with the VCAUSA logo embroidered on pocket)

$5/bottle
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